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SkyTile Clips

use 8 for 2x2
use 10 for 2x4

(see sheet included with clips)

SkyTile Clip
(see below)



Check SkyTile Layout for proper placement
of elevator with Sky Factory logo
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Sky Factory TM 

Do all the EcoSlim fixtures sit evenly in the grid?
Hanger wire can force a fixture to sit off center. 
     If so, re-attach the wire using a Grid Hanger Strap.

If grid is not installed square, EcoSlim fixtures will sit unevenly in the opening. 
     If so, adjust grid so it is square.

Are all the fixtures seated down on the grid flange?
     If fixtures are not seated on the flange, light leaks could result.

Is the image evenly lit?
     If there are shadows, dark spots, or bright lines on the image, clear off the   
     back of the SkyTile.
     If one or more SkyTiles are dark, one or more EcoSlim fixtures are not working.  
      Re-check wiring.

Does the SkyCeiling image match the SkyTile Layout image?
     Are the tiles in the correct position and orientation?
     If the SkyTile Layout has a head location, is the SkyCeiling properly oriented?

Is the elevator with logo in correct location?
     See SkyTile Layout for correct location.
     Note: Single 2x2 and 2x4 installations do not have logo.

Have the arrow-labels been removed once the image has been verified?

Make sure to apply the Sky Factory label to your switchplate.
    This will help ensure knowledge of who to contact with any questions or 
    comments far into the future.

Elevators should lay flat on grid, be square and sides should not bow inward.

Shadows, dark spots, or bright lines on image?
     - Clear off back of SkyTile. 
     - Check for minimum of 8 in./20 cm between Light-Box and bottom of grid.
     - Make sure all bulbs are lighting. 

Any light leaks around edges of SkyTile?
     - Check that SkyTile is laying flat. Use SkyTile Clips if needed.

Use SkyTile Layout for correct image installation. 
     - Note: Your SkyTile Layout may have instruction for correct head and
     feet orientation of SkyCeiling.

Is the elevator with logo in correct location?
     - See SkyTile Layout for correct location.
     - Note: Single 2x2 and 2x4 installations do not have logo.

Remove arrow-labels after correct installation is verified.

This guide is meant as a concise overview. For complete instructions, consult detailed 
installation instructions included with your Sky Factory Luminous SkyCeiling.

Experiencing difficulty with your installation,
or have additional questions?


